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Measurements of the indium hyperfine structure
in an atmospheric-pressure flame

by use of diode-laser-induced fluorescence
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We report on what we believe is the first demonstration of laser-induced f luorescence (LIF) in f lames by use
of diode lasers. Indium atoms seeded into an atmospheric-pressure f lame at trace concentrations are excited
by a blue GaN laser operating near 410 nm. The laser is mounted in an external-cavity configuration, and
the hyperfine spectrum of the 52P1/2 ! 62S1/2 transition is captured at high resolution in single-wavelength
sweeps lasting less than one tenth of a second. The research demonstrates the potential of diode-based LIF
for practical diagnostics of high-temperature reactive f lows. © 2004 Optical Society of America
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Laser-induced f luorescence (LIF) is one of the most
useful tools for the diagnostics of combusting f lows.1

It is highly species selective and sensitive and capable
of measuring concentrations and temperature with
excellent spatial and temporal resolution. LIF has
an important role in the investigation of fundamental
combustion phenomena, the validation of numerical
models, and the development of more-efficient com-
bustion devices.2 In f lames, LIF has been conducted
almost exclusively with high-power pulsed-laser de-
vices to improve signal levels in the presence of high
background luminosities and strong signal quenching
caused by molecular collisions. However, continu-
ous LIF measurement techniques have also been
applied in f lames in the past, employing continuous-
wave dye lasers.3,4 The large and expensive equip-
ment required prevents routine application of LIF in
industrial combustion environments or for process
control applications. Diode lasers, on the other hand,
represent an attractive alternative for the develop-
ment of practical f lame sensors. They are rapidly
tunable, compact, reliable, robust, and cheap. In
the near-infrared spectral region, diode lasers are
already being extensively used for concentration and
temperature measurements based on line-of-sight
absorption techniques.5 – 8 Only recently, however,
have devices become available in the blue spectral
region9 that have the potential to excite electronic
transitions in f lame-generated and f lame-seeded
species directly. In this Letter we report on the
first application of a GaN diode laser operating near
410 nm to probe indium atoms seeded into f lames
by LIF. A single-mode external-cavity laser was
built, and spectra resolving the hyperfine structure
of the 52P1/2 ! 62S1/2 transition were recorded in
single-wavelength sweeps at 20-Hz repetition rates.
To our knowledge, this represents the f irst species-
specific LIF measurement in a f lame that is based
on diode laser technology. Theoretical spectra were
fitted to the high-resolution data obtained, from which
accurate line-shape information could be deduced.
The potential of employing diode lasers for f lame tem-
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perature diagnostics, utilizing established continuous
LIF measurement techniques,3,4 is discussed.

A 410-nm Fabry–Perot (FP) diode laser (Nichia Cor-
poration) was configured in a specially designed ex-
ternal cavity. An 1800-lines�mm holographic grating
was mounted in a Littrow configuration to serve as
a frequency-selective device and output coupler of the
external laser cavity.10,11 The external-cavity tuning
scheme employed12 resulted in a mode-hop-free tuning
range exceeding 50 GHz, without the need for anti-
ref lection coating of the FP diode crystal facets. At
the wavelengths used for the LIF experiments the out-
put power of the external-cavity diode laser was ap-
proximately 2 mW.

Experiments were conducted in a 50-mm-diameter
atmospheric-pressure methanol pool f lame. The
methanol was seeded with InCl3 (80 parts in 106) to
generate indium atoms in the f lame. The laser beam
was focused by a 300-mm lens into the f lame, and
f luorescence signals were collected at right angles
and imaged f# � 1 onto a 0.65-mm pinhole in front of
a filtered photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu, R3788).
The imaged interaction volume corresponded to a
cylinder of approximately 85 mm in diameter and
0.65 mm in length. A fraction of the laser light was
picked off by a glass plate and passed through a solid
FP etalon (free spectral range of 3.1 GHz) to calibrate
the wavelength of the laser scan. A ref lection from
a second glass plate was used to monitor the output
power of the laser. Mode hops occurring at the ends
of the scanning range were observable as distinct
disruptions on the otherwise continuous etalon and
laser power traces. The LIF and reference signals
were acquired by a 16-bit PC data acquisition card
(National Instruments, PCI-6014).

Indium was excited in the 52P1/2 ! 62S1/2 transi-
tion system near 410 nm, and the f iltered f luorescence
signal corresponding to the 62S1/2 ! 52P3/2 transition
near 451 nm was recorded. An interference bandpass
filter (CVI, FWHM � 10 nm, center � 450 nm) was
used to reject f lame emission and scatter from the ex-
citation laser. The laser wavelength was scanned at
© 2004 Optical Society of America
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20 Hz over a 50-GHz tuning range to cover the four
hyperf ine transitions in the 52P1/2 ! 62S1/2 system.

Because the transition strengths of atomic species
are very strong, even modest laser power will result in
a strong f luorescence signal. In the f lame the indium
f luorescence is clearly visible by eye, and in Fig. 1 a
photo of the f luorescence signal in the f lame is shown
(40-ms exposure time).

In Fig. 2 a 48-GHz-wide single-excitation scan
recorded in 50 ms is shown. The indium atoms are
excited from the 52P1/2 ground level to the 62S1/2
excited state, and they can then decay back into either
the 52P1/2 state by emitting 410-nm light or into the
52P3/2 state by emitting 451-nm f luorescence light (see
inset in Fig. 2). The peaks in the spectrum corre-
spond to transitions between the hyperfine levels in
the 52P1/2 and 62S1/2 states. The hyperf ine splitting
in the ground state is 11.4 GHz, and in the excited
state it is 8.4 GHz.13 The left peak corresponds to
the F � 5 ! F 0 � 4 transition and the right peak to
the 4 ! 50 transition. The center peak consists of two
transitions (5 ! 50 and 4 ! 40), which appear merged
because they are separated by only 3 GHz, which is
less than the widths of their f lame-broadened line
shapes.

A spectrum averaged over 50 scans of the laser
frequency is also shown in Fig. 2. The individual
spectra were normalized by the simultaneously
recorded laser output power before averaging. Power
changes slowly by approximately 15% during the
scan over the shown wavelength range. The shape
of the spectrum indicates that pressure broadening is
the dominant broadening mechanism in the present
f lame. This is conf irmed by Voigt profiles f itted to
the averaged spectra, because the resulting Lorentzian
contribution is approximately four times larger than
the Doppler width. A nonlinear least-squares f it of
four Voigt profiles is shown as a dashed curve in
Fig. 2, and the four individual profiles are also shown.
The measured separations of the last three peaks with
respect to the first one are 8.5, 11.7, and 19.8 GHz,
which closely match the expected separations: 8.4,
11.4, and 19.8 GHz. The relative peak heights of the
four fitted profiles are 1:0.69:0.33:0.92, from left to
right, which agrees fairly well with the relative ratios
calculated from the Clebsch–Gordan coefficients.14

These coefficients are a function of the F , J, and I
quantum numbers of the hyperfine states involved in
the transition; for the 52P1/2 ! 62S1/2 indium transition
the evaluated coeff icients lead to theoretical relative
ratios of 1:0.67:0.36:1. The excellent agreement
demonstrates the f idelity of the technique.

The pressure-broadening contribution to the
linewidth of the Voigt profiles shown in Fig. 2 is ap-
proximately 7.3 GHz. As a comparison, the expected
pressure broadening of indium in a pure N2 gas, which
is the most abundant species in the f lame, at a tem-
perature of 1500 K is 6.3 GHz. This estimate is based
on indium line-broadening rates reported by Eberz
et al.15 and uses the impact pressure-broadening ap-
proximation.16 The larger observed pressure broad-
ening compared with the estimated broadening could
be due to three different factors: A temperature T at
the measurement location that is lower than 1500 K
would lead to a correspondingly larger pressure broad-
ening Dn because Dn � T2h (h is the temperature
exponent for collision broadening), slightly higher
broadening coeff icients for species other than N2
compared with the coeff icient for N2 would also lead
to a larger observed broadening, and a value of h

lower than the 0.7 predicted by the impact approxi-
mation would lead to a larger value of the estimated
broadening.15

The strong signals obtained demonstrate a clear
potential for f luorescence-based temperature mea-
surements by use of indium-based two-line atomic
f luorescence (TLAF).4,17 This would, for the f irst
time to our knowledge, allow the use of diode lasers
for spatially precise temperature measurements,
avoiding averaging effects normally associated with
absorption-based temperature techniques. It would
extend the use of diode lasers as temperature sen-
sors to nonhomogeneous f low conditions present in
most practical combustion devices. In TLAF the
population distribution of two temperature-sensitive
electronic states of atoms seeded into a f lame is probed
by excitation to a common upper state. Temperature
is then evaluated from the ratio of the corresponding
f luorescence signals from this excited state.4,18 It has
been shown that indium is an excellent seed species

Fig. 1. Photo of f lame and indium LIF signal along the
laser beam.

Fig. 2. LIF spectrum of the 52P1/2 ! 62S1/2 indium hyper-
fine structure obtained from an indium-seeded f lame. A
single-scan spectrum is shown, as well as an average over
50 scans of the diode laser output wavelength. Dashed
curves, fit of four Voigt profiles to the average spectrum,
corresponding to the four 52P1/2 ! 62S1/2 hyperfine transi-
tions. Inset, indium energy level scheme.
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for TLAF, because the spin-orbit splitting in the 5P
lower states matches the temperature range covering
most practical combustion conditions, and this leads
to excellent temperature sensitivity of their relative
populations.19

Indium TLAF temperature measurements have been
reported in the past by use of either pulsed Nd:YAG or
continuous Ar1 laser-pumped dye laser systems.4,17 A
diode-laser-based sensor would provide a compact and
cost-efficient alternative to the laser systems previ-
ously used. Furthermore, more accurate temperature
measurements are feasible, because the single-mode
laser source would eliminate the noise caused by laser
mode f luctuations that affect multimode systems.4

In Fig. 2 it is seen that at atmospheric pressure
and elevated temperatures the four hyperf ine peaks
combine to form an almost 30-GHz-wide, quasi-
homogeneously broadened transition from the ground
state to the excited state. This is much wider
than the width estimated in previous TLAF work
on indium. In previous work the assumption has
been made that the laser linewidth is much larger
than the atomic linewidth in the studied f lames,4,17

which, as the present research shows, is clearly not
valid. This is particularly the case for measurements
reported in engines, where pressures up to 25 atm
are encountered, leading to severe line-broadening
effects. The observed linewidth can be an advantage
for TLAF applications, however, because the effect of
pressure-dependent line shifts on spectral overlapping
between laser and transition profiles will be reduced.
The effect on the accuracy of previous temperature
measurements based on the technique is currently
being investigated but is believed to be small. For
constant pressure conditions the linewidths extracted
from curve fits, such as the one in Fig. 2, could be used
to deduce f lame temperatures directly20; however, this
requires a calibration measurement of the pressure
broadening at a well-defined temperature.

Our results show that blue diode lasers can be
used as efficient high-resolution excitation sources
for LIF from atoms seeded to f lames at trace levels.
By use of an external-cavity diode laser operating
around 410 nm, the hyperfine structure of indium was
successfully resolved. The line broadening for typical
f lame conditions could be estimated and was found to
be strongly dominated by pressure broadening. Diode
lasers operating near 451 nm are also becoming avail-
able. This means that the 52P3/2 ! 62S1/2 transition
can also be targeted, and research using such a laser
diode is currently being undertaken in the authors’
laboratory. If successful, TLAF f lame thermometry
based on diode sensors will become feasible in the
future.
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